of the ploddings and stumblings which led to the safety lamp. To a small boy this book had great appeal.
Still in the pre-Grammar School period, Balls attended the classes of the Science and Art Department of South Kensington, held in the magistrates' room at Diss Corporation Hall. His father's teaching was there supplemented by that of a tall lecturer with a shock head of dark curls. This was T. B. Wood of the School of Agriculture at Cambridge. Balls's interest in entomology was aroused by the local curate, who led him into insect breeding, by means of which he was later able to talk shop effectively with his entomological colleag ues in Egypt. Botany, apart from some participation in gardening and farming in the holidays, had not yet come his way. His father offered him a bicycle if he got into the first class of the yearly diocesan examination in religious knowledge for all the church schools in the county of Norfolk. This bribe succeeded beyond all expectation, for he came out second on the list of some two thousand children, and surpassed this feat the following year by coming out first. The immediate advantage was the bicycle, but he made the discovery that examinations would surrender to a suitable technique of con centration while studying, coupled with the presentation of answers in such orderly form as would ease the fatigue and boredom of examiners.
His interest in music was never deep seated. He had a good voice and was given the choice between the Norwich Cathedral choir and that of the Middle School. He went through the stages of church choir, choral society, wood wind, and piano, sight reading for accompanying singers in college rooms, interest in Italian opera in Cairo. He even acted occasionally as reserve musical critic for the Egyptian Gazette. In later life his interest faded.
Literary interests began early. He was found able to read when still an infant, and nobody knew how he had effected the synthesis of sounds and letters. His memory and imagination were always visual and this perhaps accounted for the ability to read at 'reviewer's speed' even in childhood. Reprimands for turning the pages too quickly ceased when it was found that he was spotting misprints in the process. As an undergraduate, this ability enabled him to cover a wide range of English literature as a side issue to his science studies.
With a wide range of interests embracing literature, art, music, farming and craftsmanship, he went to King Edward Middle School at Norwich. This school was a modernized offshoot of the Grammar School which Nelson had attended. It was housed by much adaptation in the cloisters of the Benedictine monastery behind St Andrew's Hall, a setting which made his tory a reality. The yard-stick of achievement was the Cambridge Local examination. The teaching was not imaginative but as solid as the masonry of the old monastery, which defied the picks of workmen trying to build a new technical school over the playground wall. Formal science teaching was just chemistry of the most factual kind, but there was a usefully large laboratory which later became a more or less personal study when he was captain of the school in 1898-1899, and where he nearly lost both eyes through ignorant handling of sulphuric acid in a test tube generator. Unauthorized visitors were deterred by a RuhmkorfF coil wired to the laboratory door handle.
Travelling twenty miles to Norwich by train every day was something of a handicap for sport, but he played soccer, took no interest in cricket and was a potential star at cycle racing. This pastime came to an end under family pressure when he broke a collar bone in an accident caused by touching the wheel of the next ahead.
Cambridge was made possible financially, but only just, by the award of a scholarship from the Norfolk County Council. It also awarded him the 'Richard England Prize' for which he obtained a microscope of his own. He was young for Cambridge, but fitted in two terms as an unattached student with T. B. Wood in the Agricultural Department, joining St Jo h n 's as a by-termist in the May term of 1900. There he ran into a shortage of LittleGo Greek and had to spend most of the following term cramming to retrieve a previous failure. Fortunately he knew the set Gospel by heart, and so could translate nicely as long as the beginning and end of the set passage could be identified. He was awarded a College Exhibition, which with his County Scholarship made him self-supporting for the next two years. Meanwhile the death of his mother had deprived her of seeing the result of her devotion.
Part One of the Tripos in those days was taken in four subjects. He did this in his second year, getting a First and coming top of the list in geology. His four subjects were chemistry, geology, botany and human physiology. Though stimulated by McKenny, Hughes and M arr, and keenly interested in H arker's petrology and Wood's palaeontology, he had regretfully to discard geology as a means of making a living and therefore took up botany for Part Two of the Tripos. His intention was to use this in agriculture for which purpose he spent his third year in getting the Agricultural Diploma, then returning to the new Botany School.
At that time botany in Cambridge was full of interest, with Bateson at Grantchester to be assisted in his early researches on genetics, and also Biffen who was in the middle of his work on the genetics of rust resistance in wheat. Two long vacations were spent on the University farm at Impington. Marshall Ward, the Professor, had spent years trying to correlate rust resis tance with morphology in Bromus, and Balls was the sole spectator when Biffen first showed him the green and yellow wheat plots demonstrating Mendelian segregation of immunity from rust in his wheats. Balls never 'clicked' with Marshall Ward, for whom he felt rather sorry. He was, he says, too opiniona ted about what a botanist should do and be. He disliked systematy but acquired cytological technique with the help of Barker. In the oral of Part Two he got a grievous roasting and was surprised when he was placed in the first class along with Agar, Drummond, and Miss Wheldale.
Still evidently holding a dim view of his usefulness, Marshall W ard ran him without conviction for an uninteresting job in British Guiana, which he fortunately failed to get. Quite on his own he answered an advertisement in Nature and picked up the new post of 'Cryptogamic Botanist' to the Khedivial Agricultural Society in Cairo. He had done a little mycological research, getting a cross infection of rust from wheat to couch grass, after persuading germ tubes to enter artificial stomata, and he knew through F. F. Blackman's teaching of plant physiology that such studies called for the invention and construction of gadgets. This he was quite prepared to do. The cryptogamic botanist was wanted to work on wilt disease in cotton, but by the time he reached Cairo in November 1904 this was found to be unnecessary. The scare about wilt disease was a false alarm, due to a mistake in diagnosis, so that he was left with a free hand in a brand-new job, to see how far Mendel's Law could be used in cotton breeding, and to combine this with physiology, unlimited except by staff and funds.
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Biographical Memoirs Egypt 1904 Egypt -1914 He was destined to work in Egypt for the next decade. For the first six years he was in the service of the Khedivial Agricultural Society, and had freedom to conduct researches as he chose. For this exceptional treatment he acknowledged his indebtedness to H.H. Prince Hussein Pasha Kamel, President of the Society and to Mr G. P. Foaden, the Director. For the last four years his position was less congenial as he was transferred as Botanist to the newly founded Department of Agriculture. It saddled him with a new chief, 'new to Egypt and new to science', with whom his relations were a prolonged worry. The sight of an official-looking envelope sent shivers down his back for a year or more after leaving Egypt altogether.
Facilities in the first few years were restricted. Foaden gave him an acre of land on the farm at Giza, some three miles from the laboratory, and a tent to serve as a field laboratory. He acquired a splendid black gardener, ex driver of a stone cart who taught himself to read and write both English and Arabic. Francis Holton came from the School of Agriculture as assistant in 1910. With these facilities, described to me as roughly one acre, one tent and one lab. boy, he was able to study his first cotton crop in 1905, using single boll cultures obtained from the Agricultural Show of the previous year. In this first period of his Egyptian service he studied nine successive cotton crops in great detail. The work began as genetics, but necessarily extended into physiology, and towards the end of this period it had encroached upon and was revivifying textile technology. Bateson, with his rigorous genetical tech niques and F. F. Blackman, with his 'law of the limiting factor', contributed about equally to his outlook. He felt free to use any technique from any disci pline whatever for the furtherance of the ideas which came to him so rapidly and so fruitfully. This decade was extraordinarily productive and in it he published 45 papers and a book, The cotton plant Egypt, which has taken its place as a biological classic. In this book published in 1912, he summarized and added to his studies in genetics and physiology.
His general aim was to find out as much as possible about cotton, on the assumption that any facts about a useful plant are bound to be useful at some time. The studies dealt with cotton in the dual aspects of heredity and en vironment in its widest sense, crop physiology and ecology. Later it included the origin, development, and properties, both physical and industrial of the cotton hairs which were the raw material of commerce. His first cotton crop provided him with essential information on segregation, dominance and natural crossing, the seed characters having been recorded in the parental single boll samples. It was clear from the results that 5 to 10 per cent of the seeds were not self-fertilized. The avoidance and control of this source of error became fundamental to all subsequent work, whether scienti fic or economic. He was led to an understanding of why there had been in Egypt a constant succession of new varieties, each of which degenerated and became lost after a few years of cultivation.
He saw first that these varieties, being single plant selections open to natural crossing even in the year of their selection, were only approximately pure at the beginning and would inevitably degenerate either through natural crossing, mechanical mixture or both these causes. The remedy was continued self-fertilization to the stage of practical homozygosity, then selection on the basis of both agricultural and industrial properties and then conservation of purity by the most refined techniques of isolation possible -techniques almost bacteriological in their thoroughness. It is understand able that he believed the pure line concept of Johannsen to be as important, possibly even more important, than the principles of Mendel.
In subsequent generations from these small cultures he attempted to record every observable character of every individual plant. His manuscript notes say that 'this was with the idea of demonstrating that characters might be inherited in groups because they were carried on one and the same chromo some. This was at a time when the chromosome nature of inheritance was quite a heresy.' There is, however, no inkling in any of his published works that this idea was at the back of his mind. If it was, it is an example of scientific intuition of the most penetrating kind, not unusual for him to display. It could explain why he preliminarily carried out researches into the cytology and chromosome number of cotton. Before 1905 there was only one solitary pointer to the role of chromosomes in heredity formulated in modern terms. Sutton in 1903 ('The chromosomes in heredity', Biol. Bull. 4, 231) had said that 'all the allelomorphs represented by any one chromosome must be inherited together'. It was not till 1910 that even Morgan was convinced of the validity of the chromosome theory of heredity and Bateson held out against it till 1921.
The contributions of Balls to our knowledge of cotton genetics were not weighty, and seldom more than merely suggestive. They were, however, enor mously stimulating to workers in other parts of the world, who became convinced that cotton would yield to Mendelian analysis, it being held by some that it was abnormal in this respect. His lack of pronounced success was due to a variety of reasons. The technical difficulties involved in getting enough selfed material were great, and he added to them by working with a species hybrid, U pland ( G ossypium hirsutum ) X Egyptian ( barbadens and by studying quantitative characters which did not yield to formal analy sis because they showed blending in the second generation. He was seldom able to observe more than a limited number of families in the third generation, with small numbers of plants in each, and he was obliged to use open pollinated seed. The very difficulties, however, led him into interesting and sometimes profitable bypaths. The difficulty of securing self-fertilized seed led to re searches on natural crossing, for which he used the term vicinism. If he could not use self-fertilized seed he had to find methods of spotting 'rogues' in his cultures. He thought of ways of breeding cottons immune from natural crossing. At one time he thought he had solved the problem by breeding a plant with a short stigma surrounded entirely by anthers in such a way that foreign pollen could not get through. He got such a plant but it was still sub ject to natural crossing. He therefore embarked on a series of researches into the prepotency of self pollen as compared with pollen from another species and from the species hybrid Fv Anticipating the ma Connecticut by several years he established that self pollen was prepotent over foreign pollen but that some gametes of an Fx were prepotent even over self pollen. Accordingly he suggested the possibility, later unsuccessfully explored by the writer, of breeding a cotton immune from natural crossing. Recent work on uncrossable maize has brought his ideas, forgotten for half a century, sharply into focus.
The phenomenon of apparent blending inheritance he tackled with his customary originality. He observed that for quantitative characters the composition of an F% was commonly similar to a Gaussian curve of error. He concluded, however, that this similarity might be fictitious and 'due to the appression of several true modes which blend into one another by fluctuation. Part of the blending, moreover, is not fluctuation in the ordinary sense but rather an autogenous fluctuation provoked by correlation with other characters'. This could be taken account of by plotting separate curves for plants with similar characteristics, such as leaf or boll size or boll width. In a study of the inheritance of seed weight he made a number of such dissected curves from the form and modes of which he deduced that large seed was segregating from small seed in a simple 3:1 ratio, a single pair of allelomorphic charac ters being involved. The weakness of this theory lay in the fact that both parents were light seeded. One parent (Upland) bore the seeds in a large boll, while the other (Egyptian) carried them in a small one. O n crossing, the Egyptian seed was placed inside a boll of double the cubic content, and an increase in size followed. The Egyptian seed was genetically large and dom inant over the small U pland one, but could not manifest itself because it was in a small boll. This method of approach seems to be logical for a good many quantitative characters but has not been used to any extent. The tendency of Mendelian workers at that time to interpret their results in terms of pairs of simple allelomorphs was shared by Balls, and the inheritance of seed size Biographical Memoirs and other quantitative characters with which he worked was certainly far more complicated than he envisaged. W hat is illuminating, however, is the way his mind worked when confronted with an apparently intractable prob lem.
He left formal genetics for good after seven years' work, with extensive records of growth behaviour and quantitative data destined to be useful in crop physiology. He also had a few approximately pure lines which ultimately revolutionized current ideas about the role of the grader in assessing the value of the raw material, and paved the way towards a really scientific supply of seed for Egypt. The time was approaching when botany and textile technology would join forces.
Balls once remarked that his two main interests were growth and gadgets. In his work on cotton physiology both these were highly involved. At their first meeting, Foaden had told him that the yield of cotton seemed to be falling from causes unknown. He made a note of this as worthy of investiga tion. One of his early papers dealt elegantly with the relationship of growth to temperature in the sore shin disease, which caused a troublesome damping off in the breeding plots. The results on temperature coefficients, optima determinations, and the staling of cultures led to the conception of 'depres sant factors', and to that of thermotoxy. These conceptions were interwoven throughout all his work on crop physiology, which j ustified his giving much attention to gadgets, to autographic recorders for growth, for clouds at night, wind force, stomatal apertures, leaf temperatures, etc.
Another stimulus to crop physiology was provided by the 'water table hypothesis' put forward by Audebeau of the State Domains, with whom Balls exchanged ideas in Proven §al French. Audebeau and Ferrars produced the heretical opinion, backed by ample data, that the improvements in the irrigation system were reducing the depth of soil available for the root system of cotton, and were thus reducing the crop. M uch of Balls's thinking on crop physiology centred round this still unpopular theory. More than half a cen tury later his last book, Yields of a c r o p , showed that A were right.
His plant development studies were concerned with methods for recording the building up of the cotton crop under field conditions. By counting daily the number of flowers on experimental plots it was possible to express flowering graphically as a curve of number of flowers per plant per day and since the maturing period of the boll was about seven weeks a similar curve of bolls per plant would give exact information on the magnitude of the crop and the time of its arrival. By estimating the difference between the two curves the extent of loss of crop by shedding and other factors could be determined. Behaviour of the crop was simplified by reducing the results to the average plant in the plot or pedigree selection. In some sense the work was an ampli fication of the technique of statistical treatment of agricultural plot experi ments initiated by Wood and Stratton early in the century. It was, however, more informative since if two strains gave similar yields they might do this by different paths. Developmental curves could specify exactly how the crop was being built up in each case. The application of this powerful method to the important agricultural problems of sowing time and density of spacing was elaborated in two major papers under the title 'Analyses of agricultural yield'. As a result of this work counting of flowers and bolls became fashionable for a time throughout the cotton growing world. At the present time such curves are no longer used, partly because their interpretation demands more intelligence than is possessed by the usual cotton worker, and partly because the taking of the records requires non-existent cheap labour.
In his search for the causes of the decline of the Egyptian cotton crop Balls carried on extensive studies of root behaviour in connexion with water tables and the subterranean environment of the plant. His researches threw into prominence the 'immense importance of the root system whereof, in a limited sense the aerial portions are only the visible expression'. He put forward the view that a great deal of botanical research during the coming twenty years-he was writing in 1912-would be subterranean. For most crops this view is still not apprehended.
During the last three years of this decade in Egypt he was instructed to cease work on water tables and confine himself to plant breeding. He was now in a government department of applied science, in contrast to the free indulgence of long-term curiosity which the Khedivial Society had en couraged. Under orders to show whether he had any cottons of real practical value he picked out from his files a few more-or-less pure lines and began to propagate them on a commercial scale. W ithout waiting for another year to grow normal field crops of each in several localities, the lints from these propa gation areas were submitted to a jury of commercial cotton graders without interpretation or explanation. They said that some were good and some were ordinary \none were miraculous. So Kitchener, then Agent-General, decided that his contract was not to be renewed. Opinions on the merits of his work were not unanimously unfavourable. While being seen off at Cairo Station by his former colleagues in the Society he had the embarrassing experience of being wept over and kissed by Charles Audebeau, but the stark truth was that he was thrown out, with his ten years' work apparently wasted and a bad official reputation.
One month before leaving Egypt he was visited by John McConnell of the Fine Spinners' and Doublers' Association of Manchester. He and Balls took to one another immediately. They discovered an identity of interest and ignorance. Balls, during his leaves of absence, had periodically visited Lancashire and had tried to find out from spinners what sort of cottons he should breed for them He slowly realized, and McConnell had arrived at the same conclusion, that the spinner simply did not know what he wanted or why. He had measured such properties of his cottons as he could; length and its variance, diameter and form, weight per unit length, and had devel oped Hughes's technique for determining the breaking load of single hairs. But spinning properties evaded explanation.
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McConnell caused spinning tests to be made on the four cottons which the graders in Egypt had rejected. All four were found to be notably good, even samples which looked worthless, and this unexpected result reinforced their joint scepticism as to the value of the expert graders'judgements when applied to unfamiliar cottons. It became evident that actual spinning was the only dependable test and that extensive collaboration between botany and technology was urgently required.
Little Shelf ord January 1914
Balls proceeded to settle for a time in the village of Little Shelford near Cambridge and there wrote The development and properties of raw cotton and Egypt and the Egyptians. This latter work was an illuminating study and has more than a passing interest even at the present day. His comments on the psychology of Egyptian officialdom are shrewd and penetrating.
Lancashire 1917-1927
The mutual respect which McConnell and Balls had for each other bore fruit. Balls was invited to start an Experimental Department inside the Fine Spinners, and so began a decade of new activities, beginning with two rooms in Manchester and after three years to a large house in Bollington, Cheshire. The broad outlines of his work are recounted in his book Studies of quality in cotton. M uch of his time at first was spent in the mills, learning cotton spinning, which, though seemingly odd for a botanist, he succeeded in mastering. The problems for laboratory investigation were many and as he had always held that new problems needed new methods, he lived in a gadgeteer's paradise. By the end of seven years the elementary science of cotton spinning had been outlined and the Experimental Department could invite the constituent mills of the combine to submit difficulties for assistance. By the tenth year, when he resigned to get a change of occupation, this side of the work had by itself repaid everything which had been spent on the Experimental Department including a large green-house in which cotton plants were grown for study.
Planning the Experimental Department was difficult under war and post war conditions. Two useful devices may be noted. One was the use of Meccano parts to economize time and labour when setting up experimental rigs which could be scrapped or reconstructed properly as occasion demanded. The other was the devising of sectional laboratory furniture, since extensively imitated by others, in which five types of unit could be assembled to make any kind of laboratory or workroom.
The staff at Bollington never exceeded twenty-five, but was rich in variety, including men and women of all sorts, operatives, scientists, engineers, and clerks. These were welded into a team, being all made to feel that they were taking part in worth-while research. A masterly survey of his views of the problems involved in the organization of research is given in an appendix to his book Studies in quality. It should be read carefully by all who have to administer research. One idea which he put into practice was to encourage the junior laboratory assistants to work for the external London B.Sc., help in their studies being given by the senior members of the staff.
In the early post-war period, broader issues had developed in the organiza tion of the cotton industry in which McConnell and Balls played a leading part. A Board of Trade Committee grew into the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation and another meeting in Manchester eventually produced the Shirley Institute of the British Cotton Industry Research Association. Balls became chairman for the Joint Standing Committee of both bodies. He envisaged a cotton growing experiment station in Egypt with free inter change of staff between field and industry, but this plan was not realized. Not till many years later did the union of growing and spinning become actual. Meldreth 1926 Meldreth -1927 He resigned at the end of 1925. He held that there was much to be said for not doing the same job over too long a period. Ten years seems to be about the time when one knows too much about its limiting factors, making difficulties seem insuperable which the novice surmounts in all innocence without undue effort. Ten years of cotton spinning and trouble curing, for him on the wrong side of the Pennines, had made him restless for a change of scene and of interests, so he returned to the Cambridge area and lived inexpensively at Meldreth where there was no more soot and where he rounded off his work by writing Studies in quality. Before the problem of what next to do had become acute it was solved by a totally unexpected approach from Egypt asking him to return as head of all cotton work, at the age of forty-five.
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Egypt 1927-1947
It was not without anxious consideration that he decided once more to throw in his lot with Egypt, and there for the next twenty years he spent the remainder of his working career. He arrived to find a large unwieldy organi zation in being with some able workers frustrated by the financial and administrative framework within which they had to operate. He soon saw that for him personal research was no longer possible, but there was ample scope for his great administrative powers. So that although during this closing period his direct contribution to research was slight, the practical achieve ments were great.
His first major task was to bring the various technical sections into mutual inter-communication, for which he used his old Bollington scheme of monthly meetings over duplicated reports of a Laboratory Research Committee. The work on cotton botany, agronomy and entomology was thus co-ordinated once more. In the preceding ten years expansion had been enormous in accommodation, staff and costs, but this necessarily carried a heavy load of operative and clerical personnel who under the restrictions of government regulations were not particularly efficient. One quarter of the staff employed would have done as much useful work more quickly had they been chosen and controlled under the conditions which he had enjoyed with the Fine Spinners. In a single morning his work might include an investigation involving finger prints on stolen electric light bulbs, lay-out of micro-plot variety trials, struggle to promote a skilled mechanic who lacked a prim ary certificate of education, and design of apparatus for surveying hardness of soil in the field, and so forth. Underground water still fascinated him and roots were studied by means of glass-fronted root observation chambers three metres under ground which Templeton had installed. Survey of water movement all over the seventy acre farm was done intensively and the continuous records of more than a quarter of a century were found to be highly relevant when he came to write his book The yields o f a crop in 1950 after hi The concept of pure-line seed supply which he had formerly introduced at Giza had taken root and become almost routine. Large bee-proof cages of stainless steel had been installed to preserve nuclei of pure-seed stocks.
The establishment of a plant for the actual spinning of small samples was done in collaboration with the late H. A. Hancock, who had first worked with him at the age of sixteen as laboratory assistant at Bollington, and then developed into a first-class scientific worker in five more years at the Shirley Institute. This spinning plant enabled hundreds of samples to be spun each year on a 60 gram sample, in no more time than would be taken by hand examination by a grader. The final conclusion of Hancock and Balls was that the micro-spinning test was easier to carry out and more useful than prediction based on routine laboratory tests for hair weight and length, each of which might take half an hour even though done by a skilled tech nician.
The final discovery that deliberate genetical selection could be done for yarn strength is perhaps the most im portant achievement yet made in cotton breeding. Carried to a logical conclusion it could result in the extinction of the West Indian Sea Island industry. It is no less im portant in the control of pure-seed supply since minute deviations in quality due to varietal crossing could be immediately detected and evaluated. It is difficult to assess the mag nitude of Balls's own contribution to this crowning practical achievement but it is clear that he was deeply concerned both directly and indirectly, directly through his own inventive genius and indirectly because his attitude to his co-workers was to guide and sustain and seldom to direct.
In the late war Balls's services were used by the forces. In 1940 he became Chairman of the Scientific Advisory Committee to the C.-in-C. at Middle East Headquarters. He devoted much time to the invention of a mine detector. He devised the 'twin circuit' using two search coils with frequencies in the ratio 2:3, giving a striking change of beat note which could locate a six pence to a millimetre at a distance of a foot. A development of this served to clear the road westward along Africa at the rate of two miles an hour, after the battle of Alamein. A modification of this circuit was redesigned to make it possible to locate metal canisters of narcotics in the stomachs of camels entering Egypt. Loose talk about the success of this device speedily led the ingenious smugglers of opium and hashish to use Bakelite containers. 
Retirement at Fulbourne 1945-1960
On his retirement Balls returned to the cottage at Fulbourne, near Cam bridge. He was not intimidated by the problems inherent in the gentle art of retiring. He had his workshop and study adjacent, the latter containing all books and files within reach for the first time for twenty years, instead of having them in the wrong country or building when wanted. There were things to make and much to be written. His last book, The yields of a crop written during this period, finally brought together in masterly fashion the responsibility of the high water table for the decline in the Egyptian crop, a decline no less real because masked by genetical improvements in seed supply. He busied himself in keeping a record of the first flower dates of all the plants in his little garden which has some amateur gardening interest. One minor routine occupation was provided by his appointment as a co opted Governor of the Battersea Polytechnic ' "Had M r Balls stuck to any of the lines he has begun, no doubt he could have gone much further along it, but as soon as anything like a solution is in sight he would rather start a fresh chase. This is not unfriendly criticism; for many who can follow there are few who can begin, and others will some day make something of the various beginnings here left unfinished." ' Balls was of medium height, somewhat strongly built-a typical blonde East Anglian. He had no small talk but through his wide interests made numerous friends in all walks of life. His manner was quiet and deceptively diffident for he could be a severe critic of loose or shoddy work. He described himself as a scribbler, and indeed he wrote easily and elegantly. As a fellow worker on cotton the writer maintained contact with Balls for more than forty years, and can bear witness to his great personal charm and capacity for deep friendship. In his work he was greatly helped by his wife, who survives him with one son of the marriage. It is fitting to close with what was said of him at the Memorial Service in the Chapel of St Jo h n 's College. ' We remember before God, William Lawrence Balls, in gratitude for his distinguished work, born of an original and inventive mind, yet spoiling nothing of his gentle simplicity of life.' S. C. H arland
